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September - A Look At
Suicide Prevention Month
By Dawn Ducote, Director Continuous
Quality Improvement

Did you know that suicide is the leading
cause of death in jails and the fourth
leading cause of death in prisons in the
U.S? Did you know that the suicide rate is
over 3.5 times greater in jails than in the
general public? Did you know that most
people who die by suicide communicate
their intent to someone, either verbally or
nonverbally?

The Nashville Business Journal 100 is an annual ranking of the fastest
growing companies with headquarters in Music City USA. This year,
CCS had the distinct honor of ranking first overall based on its revenue
growth in the past three years. You will be proud to know, considering
the significant role each of you plays everyday, that CCS has grown by
234.1% and we are on track to continue this trend into 2017. Thanks
to each and every one of you who makes this a great place to work!

Experts also know that suicidal crises tend
to be brief. When suicidal behaviors are
detected early, lives an be saved. CCS is
committed to the identification,
assessment and treatment of suicidal
behaviors. Together we can reduce the
number of lives shaken by a needless and
tragic death.
CCS asked our employees to send in
stories of “Suicide Prevention
Champions”. We received many stories
of employees who go above and beyond
for our patients in the area for suicide
prevention. While we are not able to
recognize each and every one individually,
we did select a few specific stories about
some employees who we would like to
share (please see page 12).
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Embrace All That You Are!
By Marta Prado, President Correct Care Recovery Solutions

As I celebrate my 22nd month at CCS, I want to reflect on
some of the nuances that I celebrate today, as my breadth
of knowledge in this new space of healthcare has surpassed
all my expectations. I have been involved in the delivery of
care for more than 35 years, playing a hands-on role as a
provider of clinical services, an administrator, manager,
and leader. Throughout my career, when people asked
about my profession, if I said that I was involved in
Emergency Medicine, the response was “how fun” or if I
said I was involved in inmate healthcare, the response was
“interesting”. But over the last few months, when I say I’m
involved in the Mental Health field, the response has been
altogether different — almost everyone I speak with
immediately confides that they have a brother, a sister, a
child, a mom, or someone in the family that suffers some
type of mental illness. This response permeates all all
professional and social occupations: public officials, law
enforcement, doctors, teachers, entertainers, journalists,
grocery store clerks and almost anyone with whom I
communicate. Ultimately, no one is immune to the
disease.

Newslette

The primary focus of the #IAmStigmaFree campaign is to
educate the public to see people as more than their
diagnoses and to help take the mark of stigma away from
what are very common disorders. Those interested in
getting involved can take the Stigma Free Pledge and tell
their own mental health stories freely and without shame
in hopes of raising awareness and inspiring others to do
the same. In support of campaign, the Deerfield Beach
Regional Office and South Florida State Hospital staff will
participate in the NAMIWalks Broward event on
November 12, 2016, as the Walking Warriors Team. The
NAMIWalks is a family and community event to raise
awareness, educate people about mental illness, celebrate
recovery and highlight the Stigma Free initiative. I
encourage you to join the Walking Warriors to support
this cause, make a donation which will make a difference
in the lives of the 43.8 million adults who experience
mental illness in a given year, or participate in a
NAMIWalks in your Community. The following link can
be used to register or donate: http://namiwalks.org/
index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.team&teamID=10557.

One in five U.S. adults experiences some form of mental
illness each year. Mental illness annually costs the United
States $193 billion in lost earnings while more than 50%
of adults and youth with mental health conditions have
received no treatment in the past year. Furthermore,
most individuals affected by mental illness experience
social stigma that includes prejudice, exclusion, and
discrimination. Eradicating the stigma and social distancing
of people with mental illness must be a top public health As a provider of these vital services, we must embrace a
priority in order to improve worldwide mental health and culture of openness and increased awareness to
counteract negative stereotypes. Our staff, especially
reduce economic burden.
those working on the front lines, must have access to
Correct Care Solutions is proud to announce its education and support to help manage bias so as to not
partnership with National Alliance on Mental Illness interfere with clinical care. We must encourage a Stigma
(NAMI), as a stigmafree company. NAMI’s stigmafree Free society where vulnerable individuals can feel free to
initiative helps organizations promote and cultivate a speak up, seek services and bear no shame in accepting
company culture of caring and enhanced engagement their diagnosis, their treatment, and all that is available to
around mental health. CCS has made the commitment to them on the road to recovery. No one should ever
focus on learning more about mental illness while also apologize for seeking help during times of profound
working to promote understanding and support for sadness. As a company that promotes understanding and
individuals impacted by mental health conditions. By support to individual affected by mental illness, we can
participating in NAMI’s stigmafree partnership, CCS will foster a stigma free environment which provides hope for
promote a supportive workplace culture by helping staff recovery and meaningful engagement in the community.
recognize stigma and its impact, while simultaneously As a result, these conditions will no longer be seen as a
learning ways to embrace a culture of overall well-being life sentence for our patients and their family members or,
for that matter, our own loved ones.
and physical health.
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CCS Salutes Our Veterans: Stan Wofford
Current Position at CCS: Senior Vice President, Local Detention
Division
Previous Branch of Service: Navy
When Stan Wofford was 17, he was into all kinds of trouble including being
put into the Scared Straight program at Cummins AR DOC. During that time,
he met his Scared Straight mentor, Lewis Wallace. Lewis forever impacted his
life. After leaving the program, he joined the Navy where he remained active
for 23 years. Stan spent 15 of those 23 years with Marine units, as a Hospital
Corpsman which requires the same training as a Physician's Assistant
He left the Navy on a Friday and started with CCS on the following Monday
as an HSA. After 2 years, he was promoted to a Regional Manager. He was
then promoted to a Regional Vice President, Senior Vice President of the
State Division in Private Prisons, and today is the Senior Vice President in the
Local Detention Division.
While he was in the State Division, he oversaw the original prison where he
was a Scared Straight participant. He went back there to speak with at-risk
juveniles as well as his mentor, Lewis Wallace, who was still working with
young people while serving a life sentence.
Stan shared his experience with the current Scared Straight participants,
noting that their difficult situation today did not mean they were resigned to
live that way in the future, and that his own struggles were a testament to
how to turn things around for the better. Lewis later sent Stan a letter
expressing how proud he was of Stan and he appreciated him coming because
it allowed Lewis to see that he could still make a different even though his is
still in prison so many years later.
CCS would like to thank Stan Wofford for his service, for being a part of
our company, and sharing his incredible story.

Hurricane Matthew Relief
For those of you who have been impacted by Hurricane Matthew, please know that CCS’s financial
assistance program, Dare to Care, is available to provide assistance.
Additional information and an application for assistance can be found by going to www.ccsmgr.com
and clicking on the link to the right labelled “ Dare to Care — Hurricane Matthew Relief”
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Dekalb County Jail received its ACA accreditation with "100% Compliance" on its standards. Fantastic
news and a huge congratulation to all of our healthcare partners in Dekalb.
And as if 100% compliance was not enough, ACA auditors noted that the Dekalb County program was a
stand-out when compared to the numerous facilities that they review! This was further support by patient
interviews.
CCS is very proud to have a Team who strives for excellence every day. We did this TOGETHER. As the
Auditor stated, "stay committed to the process and each other..." and we will continue to do great!
Congratulation to the entire team at Dekalb!
(Left to right): Patricia Ross, AA, Pauline Thomas, RN Supervisor, Dr. Joyce Patterson, Wanda Streeter RN, CCHP, Regional Manager ,
Dianna Ellis, RN Infection Control Coordinator, Bill Kissel, Regional VP, LaTyris Pugh, HSA, Chief Xernia Fortson, Molike Green, AHSA,
Tiffany Walker, MA

Did You Know
By Karen Galin, Ph.D., Chief Behavioral Health
Officer

Did you know that directly talking about
suicide helps overcome barriers caused by
stigma? Did you know that social crises can
be overcome through inspiring hope,
promoting connections and collaboration
and empowering individuals? Did you know
that there is a national suicide prevention
phone number and text line? Providing
support and resources can save lives.
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Amanda Currier, RN, CQI Nurse at the Pima
County Adult Detention Center in Tucson,
Arizona was recently awarded the CQI Super
Star award for her dedication to Patient Safety
and Quality Improvement. Amanda recently
went above and beyond the call of duty by
visiting a patient at the hospital, when the
hospital had not returned her inquiry calls for
over 4 days. She found the patient in a less than
ideal situation, advocated for the patient, and in
doing so, uncovered policies at the hospital that
treated our patients differently than other
patients. This led to several meeting with
hospital administration and a change of policy
for the better. The CQI Team recognized
Amanda’s dedication, initiative, and her
compassion for our patients. Amanda is a CQI
Super Star!

Congratulations to our 2016 Scholarship Recipients!

Zoe Bruce
Daughter of Tonya
Dennis, RN, at
Davidson County CJC

Rebecca Good
Daughter of Nanette
Worley, Operations
Manager Territory 6

Michaela Grzanich
Daughter of Nicole
Bennett, Mental Health
Professional, at ASP –
Kingman

Darrel Nicklow, Jr
Son of Darrel Nicklow
Sr., Recreation
Specialist, at CCRS –
Florida Civil
Commitment Center
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Douglas Nebraska embraces the “7 Minutes
to Save” campaign and has chose this method of
display for education of their staff.
Created by: CBibey, RN DON; Jennifer

O'Connor, Rx Tech and Danielle Banse, Rx
Tech

Dr. Sandra Bauman of SFETC, a Champion of Suicide Prevention, provides in-service education for the staff

“Are You OK?”
By Gregory Smith, Regional Behavioral Health Manager, Virginia and Maryland

Suicide prevention is a substantial challenge in the correctional environment. However, many credible
theories suggest that there’s value in simply asking people how they are feeling. In fact, in Australia has a
nationwide suicide prevention organization that is simply called “Are you ok?”
A significant theory by researcher and academic, Dr. Thomas Joiner, tries to answer the complex question
of why suicide occurs. In his study, he identifies disconnection from others as a principal challenge for
people at risk for suicide.
In our world of checking boxes through Intake Screenings, and suicidal checklists/assessments, as important
as they are for gathering clinical information, they are not as important as taking that extra bit of time to
connect with a patient who needs someone to listen. You might just be connecting with someone that has
felt isolated for a long time and you might just be helping save a life in the process.
Remember, sometimes a simple “Are you Ok?” can make an important difference.
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“Nursing Competency” Day at
Onondaga County Justice Center
Dr. Adrienne Salomon, DO, Medical
Director, and Christen Gingrow, RN,
Director of Nursing, teamed-up to
facilitate the presentation
Attendees: Joyce, AnneƩe, Erica, Natalie
and Jim BesseƩe

Dr. Cleveland Rayford, Regional Six
Medical Director-Jails, visited the Macomb
County and Oakland County Detention
Centers on August 24-25, 2016. He
interacted with workers during an
appreciation luncheon that was held at both
sites. Pictured is a group photo of the
Oakland employees during the luncheon.

5 H Award Winner - Holly DeCheney
from Allegan County
Back row, left to right: Cap. Charity
Cummins, Diane Groh, Sgt. LaBrie, D/S
Carlson, Sgt. Versluys, Nate Apel
Front row, left to right: Mark Haueisen,
HSA, Dyrena Warner, LPN, Holly
DeCheney, AA – Winner of the 5-H
Award, Amanda Nash, LPN, Betty
Christen, Regional Operations
Congratulations Holly!
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Two lives Saved in One Day — Mahoning County
Justice Center
June 6, 2016 at approximately 1745 radio traffic advised a
nonresponsive male on the minimum security housing unit pod “R”.
Charge Nurse Kerstie Kenney RN, Angela Wallace LPN and
Amy Yakopec LPN responded. On arrival to the unit, a male
patient was found in his cell, unresponsive, pulseless and blue, with no
spontaneous respirations. The AED was applied and did not register a shockable rhythm. Manual CPR was
initiated with the help of Deputy Duzzny and Deputy Buente, the patient was not responding to treatment.
At that time another inmate yelled out “he snorted something”. Medical staff immediately administered
Narcan via the nasal route. The patient slowly developed spontaneous respirations as EMT’s were arriving
on station. The EMT’s administered another dose of Narcan and transported the patient to the local
hospital emergency room for additional evaluation and treatment.
June 6, 2016 at approximately 1805, while medical staff was busy notifying the facility’s physician and Health
Services Administrator of the overdose, radio traffic again advised a nonresponsive male on the same
housing unit. Again Nurse Kenney, Nurse Wallace and Nurse Yakopec responded. On arrival to the unit,
a male patient was observed in his cell, in an unresponsive state. The patient again, was pulseless and
lacked spontaneous respirations, medical staff immediately administered Narcan and began manual CPR,
the patient began to develop some spontaneous respirations as EMT’s again arrived on station. The EMTs
administered an additional dose of Narcan and transported the patient to the emergency room for
additional evaluation and treatment.
After the second overdose, security determined there was an opiate type substance introduced to the
housing unit. The Sheriff’s K-9’s were brought in and all staff were ordered to report to the facility. The
medical staff and jail administrative staff developed an action plan as the housing units were being swept for
drugs. The housing units were placed on double lock down, a nurse was stationed on “R” pod for 24
hours. Additional Narcan was acquired. EMT’s were advised to be on standby. The K-9s hit on a specific
cell and a substance was tested in the forensics lab. It was later confirmed that the substance was fentanyl
and two of the inmates had snorted the drug. The next day one of the patients admitted that he was told
the substance was heroin – it was not.

LeŌ to right: Utopea Fant
AA/MRC, KersƟe Kenney
RN, LaKisha Turner RN,
Jasmine Lester LPN
(back), Jill Kaneski LPN
(front), Irene Tomory
Adm Secretary, Nicole
Lewis BSN RN HSA front
center

LeŌ to right: Deputy Anwar Zaid, Nicole Lewis HSA, Irene
Tomory, Utopea Fant AA/MRC, ShaKayla Eiland LPN, Angela
Wallace LPN, Captain Kountz, Warden Alki Santamas
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Pima County employees participate in a team
building event - the Thin Mint Girl Scout 5K
Run
Left to right: Sgt Mary Scott; Natalia Alcantar,
Scheduler;
Tonya Galliher MH Records Clerk;
Benjamin Schmid, DON Karlye’s girls, Dr.
Nephaterria Harris MHD; Karlye Hutchison, MHC

Who is at Risk for Suicide—Know the Facts
By Gregory Smith, Regional Behavioral Health Manager, Virginia and Maryland

Too often you will hear: Only people that have mental health conditions/disorders tend to be
suicidal!
This is wrong!
Suicidal behavior indicates deep unhappiness, but not necessarily a mental health condition/disorder. Many
of our patients living with mental health conditions/disorders in our facilities are not affected by suicidal
behavior, and not all patients who take their own lives have a mental health condition/disorder.
This is a key takeaway for all of us in our assessments because we often assume patients with a mental
health treatment history are at the greatest risk. So, in our assessments, let's always scan rigorously for
suicidal behavior with ALL our patients - not just the patients who have been identified with mental health
treatment histories.

Gilford County Detention
Centers Conducts Officer
Training
Left to right: Yvonne Moebs,
Director of Risk Management;
Brian Graves, Safety Officer;
April Hancock, Health Services
Administrator; and Capt. J.
Rollins, Division Commander
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2017 Annual Benefits Enrollment
Over the past couple of years, we’ve made thoughtful investments in our benefits program and asked you
to think differently about your health and how you use health care services.
This past year, over 70% of our employees participated in a biometric screening. The “Know Your
Numbers” campaign helped thousands of us learn more about our current health status and understand
the steps each of us can take to improve our personal situations. We also introduced a comprehensive
diabetes management program to provide medical supplies, at no cost, to employees and families who are
trying to better manage their condition. Additionally, we offered online and telephonic resources to assist
with emergency care, smoking cessation, weight management and stress management.
Strategic investments like these along with your efforts to improve your well-being are paying off. We’re
seeing a healthier, more engaged workforce which keeps our annual cost increases to a minimum. Like
most companies across the country, we are not immune to increasing medical costs and dynamic
government regulations that determine how we structure our benefit options and plan designs. In 2017,
these two factors combined will raise costs an average of 6-7% for virtually everyone purchasing health
insurance coverage in the U.S. We are excited to say, by working together, we are keeping our cost
increases for health care coverage below the National Average at 4%, while offering the same three
medical plan options (with no increase to copays or annual deductibles) and with enhancements to our
vision and dental plans.
It’s a strong result, and it reflects our collective focus on informed decision making and improved wellbeing. But, our work is not done. We must continue to share responsibility for making the most of our
benefits program at CCS. For our part, we remain committed to providing valuable benefits, meaningful
tools and plenty of opportunities to achieve your health goals.
We’re working together to build a culture of total health at CCS. Our goal is to help you and your family
be your best, physically, financially and emotionally, both at work and at home.
What does this mean for you?
 Continued access to a comprehensive health and wellness plan aligned with your goals.
 CCS is continuing to pay up to 70% of all of the health & welfare costs.
 Less than 4% increase in bi-weekly rate premiums.
 Consolidation of bi-weekly rates from legacy companies which will lower rates for some.
 No additional out-of-pocket expenses for co-pays and deductibles.
 Dental coverage with lower co-pays and higher co-insurance.
 Earn additional dollars through CCS’ new wellness initiative – MedEncentive!
 New voluntary benefit options for part-time employees.
The Annual Enrollment period is October 24th – November 18th, 2016. Please be on the lookout for additional communications about enrolling online. It will be important to log-in and confirm your
elections for 2017. We encourage you to choose your benefits wisely so you can make the most of your
health care dollars and improve your well-being in 2017.
If you need assistance before, during or after Annual Enrollment, call the CCS Benefits Center at
844-378-0630 (Weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., EST).
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Congratulations
We Congratulate these team members on their recent promotions:

Name

Position

Location

Matthew Clark

Key Control Officer CCRS

Florida Civil Commitment Center

Vivian Eubanks

RN Chronic Care

Bay Correctional Facility

Jaycee Kendall

Director of Nursing

Mesa County Detention Center

Mary Paningbatan

RN

Fort Bend County Jail

Nelia Taboy

Regional Manager

FCI Beaumont

Keith Drummond

Paramedic

Bernalillo County Metro Detention
Center

Amy Booth

Health Services Administrator

Garrett County Detention Center

Amanda Watts

RN

Ouachita River Correctional Unit

Heather Glasco

Health Services Administrator

Benton County Jail

Christopher Strahm

IT L1 Support & App Technical Lead

Home Office - Information
Technology Department

Sandip Singh

Mental Health Coordinator

Douglas County Department of
Corrections

Gina Arismendez

Health Services Administrator

Nueces County Jail

Angel Babcock

Mental Health Coordinator

Trousdale Turner Correctional Facility

Vivian Cooper

Manager, Nursing CCRS

South Florida State Hospital

Melinda Parker

Director of Nursing

Orleans Parish Sheriffs Office

Alex Frazier

Assistant Office Manager

JCS Fulton

Robert McClain

RN Supervisor

FCI Beaumont

Jazzmon Trice

Director of Nursing

Wrightsville/Hawkins Unit AR DOC

Taleshia Wright

LPN

Miami Dade Regional Juvenile
Detention Center

Taleshia Wright
LPN
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“Suicide Prevention Champions”
Rosalinda Pamintuan – Las Vegas City Jail: Rose is always attentive to those that express any sign of
suicide. She will go above and beyond to communicate with these individuals that suffer from mental
illnesses. Rose will always interview an inmate and no matter the situation, she will treat them with respect
and compassion. I've seen inmates that will not respond or speak to any other employee but Rose. Her
charisma and soft approach is what gets her the positive feedback from the inmates. I believe her
dedication and communication skills, have prevented some of these inmates from hurting themselves.

Tangela Cox – Randall L. Williams Unit : While working in her assigned duties as Pill Room Nurse,
Nurse Cox takes the time-out to council inmates on the importance of maintaining a positive attitude even
though they may feel that their circumstances are impossible to cope with or accept. Nurse Cox maintains
a professional, but genuinely caring relationship with each patient, and uses every available opportunity to
remind and encourage them that their wellbeing matters. Nurse Cox helps them understand that they can
overcome any circumstance by keeping a positive outlook on the future and believing in themselves.

The El Paso Mental Health Team is : Stephanie Gangemi, Brandon Hutchinson, Christina Mejia,
Tanya Belknap, Nichole Canha, Stacia Morrow, Alyse Munoz, Melissa Carlisle, Travis Lelan, Laura
Hoder, Kehly Stone and Jessica Cavinta : The team is a lively, close-knit and very intelligent group with
team members consistently working to enhance their educational licensure, as well as working to educate
those around them about suicide prevention. On Fridays, the entire team wears animal print for “Animal
Print Fridays” which brings joy and energy to the patients, security staff and medical unit. I have seen my
team do everything from: completing a suicide intake sitting on the floor; coloring/assisting with a puzzle;
completing intakes in Tagalog,, and singing happy birthday to patients in the suicide ward. They treat our
most at-risk patients with dignity and humanity which can often be overlooked in correctional healthcare
environment.
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Who to Contact?

Correct Care Solutions was proud to make Friday, October 21st “Pink-Out” day to
participate in National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Breast cancer is the second most
common kind of cancer in women. About 1 in 8 women born today in the United States
will get breast cancer at some point.
The good news is that many women can survive breast cancer if it’s found and treated
early. Your doctor can help you decide when and how often to get mammograms.
National Breast Cancer Awareness Month is a chance to raise awareness about the
importance of early detection of breast cancer. Make a difference! Spread the word about
mammograms and encourage communities, organizations, families, and individuals to get
involved.
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Here are just some of our sites and how they
participated in “Pink Out” Day!

FCI Beaumont LOW

Roanoke City Jail#6614

TCFTC

Laramie County Detention Center

Home Office

Maple Lane Competency Restoration Program

SCI Huntingdon
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